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INSTRUCTIONS
Cut around the paper jumper shape, fold along the black 
line and drape over the string. Repeat as many times as you 
can and string your jumper flags to spread the jumper joy.

CHRISTMAS JUMPER

BUNTING
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INSTRUCTIONS
Colour in these rocking robin and Christmas pud jumpers.

Cut around the paper jumper shape, fold along the black line 
and drape over the string. Repeat as many times as you can 
and string your jumper flags up to spread the jumper joy.
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Why not get creative and design your very own super 
sweater? Use these pom-poms for a fluffy festive scene and 
go glitzy with tinsel, and baubles.

POM POMS

MAKE THE POM-POMS
1.  Cut out two cardboard circles, with a 

small round hole in the middle of each (see 
illustration above). Put them together.

2.  Wind around the circles closely with wool, 
keeping the winding even and not leaving gaps.

3.  Continue until the circles are covered 
completely. 

4.  Put the scissors in between the two circles 
of cardboard and cut open the wound wool 
around the outer edge, holding all the threads 
together.

5.  Wrap a long piece of thread between the two 
circles. Tie and knot it firmly around the bunch 
of threads, and remove the cardboard.

METHOD



CHRISTMAS JUMPER DAY

SNOWFLAKE DOILY
If you’re dreaming of a white Christmas then why not take matters into your own 
hands by creating your very own Christmas jumper snowflake doilies?

Fold a square piece of paper into a triangle. Then 
fold in half again into a smaller triangle, then 
another, and once more until the paper is a narrow 
wedge shape. Along the folded edge draw a half-
jumper shape. Cut this out. And open out to enjoy 
your Christmas jumper snowflake doily. 

Alternatively use the template we’ve provided 
below and follow the instructions on where to  
fold and cut out.

Decorate the classroom or office by sticking on 
windows. Or use them as place mats for your  
bake sale. 

How to make a Christmas jumper doily:

SNOWFLAKE DOILY

HOW TO MAKE A CHRISTMAS JUMPER DOILY:
Fold a square piece of paper into a triangle. 
Then fold in half again into a smaller triangle, 
then another, and once more until the paper is a 
narrow wedge shape. Along the folded edge draw 
a half-jumper shape. Cut this out. And open out to 
enjoy your Christmas jumper snowflake doily.

Alternatively use the template we’ve provided 
below and follow the instructions on where to fold 
and cut out. 

Decorate the classroom or office by sticking on 
windows. Or use them as place mats for your 
bake sale.

If you’re dreaming of a white Christmas then why not take 
matters into your own hands by creating your very own 
Christmas jumper snowflake doilies?
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SNOWFLAKE DOILY
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